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Econ 210a: Memo Question 
for February 18, 2014

• Adam Smith confidently asserted that slavery was 
uneconomic--that in commercial society, 
manumission was the road to higher productivity 
because the carrot of working for yourself is much 
more efficient than the stick of being whipped by 
others. Was Smith right? If you conclude that he 
was right, does that mean that slavery is in general 
on the road to its natural extinction? And why is 
unfree labor such a common institution?



Readings
• Robert Brenner (1976), “Agrarian Class Structure and Economic 

Development in Pre-Industrial Europe”, Past and Present 70 (1976), 
pp. 30–74 <http://libcom.org/history/agrarian-class-structure-
economic-development-pre-industrial-europe-robert-brenner> 

• Stefano Fenoaltea (1984), “Slavery and Supervision in Comparative 
Perspective: A Model,” Journal of Economic History 44:3, pp. 
635-668 <http://www.jstor.org/stable/2124146> 

• Stanley Engerman and Kenneth Sokoloff (1994), "Factor 
Endowments, Institutions and Differential Paths of Development 
among New World Economies: A View from Economic Historians of 
the United States," NBER Working Paper no. 10066 <http://
papers.nber.org/papers/h0066.pdf>

http://papers.nber.org/papers/h0066.pdf


Adam Smith on Slavery
• The fund destined for replacing or repairing, if I may say so, the 

wear and tear of the slave, is commonly managed by a negligent 
master or careless overseer. That destined for performing the same 
office with regard to the free man, is managed by the free man 
himself. The disorders which generally prevail in the economy of 
the rich, naturally introduce themselves into the management of the 
former: the strict frugality and parsimonious attention of the poor as 
naturally establish themselves in that of the latter. Under such 
different management, the same purpose must require very 
different degrees of expense to execute it. It appears, accordingly, 
from the experience of all ages and nations, I believe, that the work 
done by freemen comes cheaper in the end than that performed by 
slaves. It is found to do so even at Boston, New York, and 
Philadelphia, where the wages of common labour are so very 
high…



Adam Smith on Slavery II
• if great improvements are seldom to be expected from great 

proprietors, they are least of all to be expected when they 
employ slaves for their workmen. The experience of all ages and 
nations, I believe, demonstrates that the work done by slaves, 
though it appears to cost only their maintenance, is in the end 
the dearest of any. A person who can acquire no property, can 
have no other interest but to eat as much, and to labour as little 
as possible. Whatever work he does beyond what is sufficient to 
purchase his own maintenance can be squeezed out of him by 
violence only, and not by any interest of his own. In ancient Italy, 
how much the cultivation of corn degenerated, how unprofitable 
it became to the master when it fell under the management of 
slaves, is remarked by both Pliny and Columella…



Adam Smith on Slavery III
• A slave, on the contrary, who can acquire nothing but 

his maintenance, consults his own ease by making the 
land produce as little as possible over and above that 
maintenance. It is probable that it was partly upon 
account of this advantage, and partly upon account of 
the encroachments which the sovereign, always jealous 
of the great lords, gradually encouraged their villains to 
make upon their authority, and which seem at last to 
have been such as rendered this species of servitude 
altogether inconvenient, that tenure in villanage 
gradually wore out through the greater part of Europe…



Adam Smith on Slavery IV
• The pride of man makes him love to domineer, and nothing 

mortifies him so much as to be obliged to condescend to 
persuade his inferiors. Wherever the law allows it, and the 
nature of the work can afford it, therefore, he will generally 
prefer the service of slaves to that of freemen. The planting of 
sugar and tobacco can afford the expence of slave-cultivation. 
The raising of corn, it seems, in the present times, cannot. In 
the English colonies, of which the principal produce is corn, 
the far greater part of the work is done by freemen. The late 
resolution of the Quakers in Pennsylvania to set at liberty all 
their negro slaves, may satisfy us that their number cannot be 
very great. Had they made any considerable part of their 
property, such a resolution could never have been agreed to…



Brenner
• Robert Brenner (1976), “Agrarian Class Structure 

and Economic Development in Pre-Industrial 
Europe”, Past and Present 70 (1976), pp. 30–74 
<http://libcom.org/history/agrarian-class-structure-
economic-development-pre-industrial-europe-robert-
brenner> 

• We read Joseph Kay, who is much clearer… 

• If you want the full thing: <http://www.unc.edu/
courses/2005fall/geog/160/001/GEC'05/brenner.pdf>

http://libcom.org/history/agrarian-class-structure-economic-development-pre-industrial-europe-robert-brenner
http://www.unc.edu/courses/2005fall/geog/160/001/GEC'05/brenner.pdf


Brenner: The Structure of 
the Argument

• Ancient dynamic: 

• Wars of conquest (bring in slaves) 

• Trade and commerce 

• “Insecurity” (barbarians, Vikings, North African pirates, etc.) 

• These produce a dance between slavery, small-scale “free” 
farms, and serfdom 

• Ending ca. 800 or so with the triumph of serfdom 

• Then a gradual loosening with growing trade and growing 
population



Brenner: The Structure of 
the Argument II

• Ancient dynamic: 

• Wars of conquest (bring in slaves); trade and commerce; 
“insecurity” (barbarians, Vikings, North African pirates, etc.) 

• These produce a dance between slavery, small-scale “free” farms, 
and serfdom; ending ca. 800 or so with the triumph of serfdom 

• Then a gradual loosening with growing trade and growing population 

• It’s no longer as important to be a labor lord: being a landlord is as 
good 

• There is surplus to be gained by freeing-up the labor force



Brenner: The Structure of 
the Argument III

• Ancient dynamic: 

• Wars of conquest (bring in slaves); trade and commerce; “insecurity” (barbarians, 
Vikings, North African pirates, etc.) 

• These produce a dance between slavery, small-scale “free” farms, and serfdom; 
ending ca. 800 or so with the triumph of serfdom 

• Then a gradual loosening with growing trade and growing population: it’s no longer as 
important to be a labor lord: being a landlord is as good; there is surplus to be gained by 
freeing-up the labor force 

• Then come two huge shocks: 

• Plague, 1346-1400 

• Rise of commerce, 1500-1700 

• And Eastern and Western Europe react very differently…



Fenoaltea

• Stefano Fenoaltea (1984), “Slavery and Supervision 
in Comparative Perspective: A Model,” Journal of 
Economic History 44:3, pp. 635-668 <http://
www.jstor.org/stable/2124146>

http://www.jstor.org/stable/2124146


“Supervision”



Engerman an Sokoloff
• Stanley Engerman and Kenneth Sokoloff (1994), 

"Factor Endowments, Institutions and Differential 
Paths of Development among New World 
Economies: A View from Economic Historians of the 
United States," NBER Working Paper no. 10066 
<http://papers.nber.org/papers/h0066.pdf>

http://papers.nber.org/papers/h0066.pdf


New World Wealth and 
Migration



New World Populations



New World Growth



Econ 210a: Memo Question 
for February 25, 2014

• If we were at Chicago, by now you would have been 
taught to excess that externalities are rare and that 
government attempts to correct for them via Pigovian or 
regulatory means are destined to do more harm than 
good. But we are here at Berkeley--where serious 
interdependence and externality are everywhere, and 
where there is not a market that does not need either a 
large Pigovian tax or bounty somewhere or that does not 
need very skillful and well-designed regulation to come as 
close as possible to assigning property rights in order to 
cut the animal at the joints. What in the two papers this 
week leaves you suspicious of the Berkeley point of view?


